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Abstract

The transition from wakefulness to sleep is accompanied by widespread changes in brain

functioning. Here we investigate the implications of this transition for interregional functional

connectivity and their dynamic changes over time. Simultaneous EEG-fMRI was used to

measure brain functional activity of 21 healthy participants as they transitioned from wake-

fulness into sleep. fMRI volumes were independent component analysis (ICA)-decom-

posed, yielding 42 neurophysiological sources. Static functional connectivity (FC) was

estimated from independent component time courses. A sliding window method and k-

means clustering (k = 7, L2-norm) were used to estimate dynamic FC. Static FC in Wake

and Stage-2 Sleep (NREM2) were largely similar. By contrast, FC dynamics across wake

and sleep differed, with transitions between FC states occurring more frequently during

wakefulness than during NREM2. Evidence of slower FC dynamics during sleep is dis-

cussed in relation to sleep-related reductions in effective connectivity and synaptic strength.

Introduction

The transition from wakefulness to sleep is highly organized into a continuum of heteroge-

neous stages that change dynamically over the course of a single night and is associated with

marked alterations in brain function and cognition. There is, for example, a marked reduc-

tion in long-range inter-cortical functional connectivity (FC) in the descent from alert

wakefulness to deep, slow-wave sleep [1–3], and a dampening of inter-regional effective con-

nectivity dynamics [4]. This reduced connectivity may represent processes which support the

known functions of sleep, including reduced sensory processing [5–6], the disengagement of

executive control [7], synaptic homeostasis [8], and sleep-dependent memory processes [9–

12].

One important means of studying the brain’s FC and its relation to sleep is through simulta-

neous electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The

method is particularly powerful as EEG provides a gold-standard means of identifying qualita-

tively distinct sleep stages and fMRI provides a whole-brain, albeit indirect, measure of brain
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activity in the form of the blood oxygenation level dependant (or BOLD) signal. To date, most

studies of functional connectivity (FC) and sleep have compared inter-regional BOLD correla-

tions (i.e., static FC) observed during wakefulness with those observed during sleep [13–15],

an analysis strategy that, by design, compares time-invariant properties of FC across wake and

sleep. However, FC, like sleep itself, is highly dynamic and subject to considerable variation

over relatively short time scales [16–17]. Conventional approaches therefore potentially over-

look differences in inter-regional connectivity dynamics that would be expected given known

changes in synaptic strength and effective connectivity that occur during the transition from

wakefulness to sleep. Thus, the current study examined changes in FC dynamics during nor-

mal wake to sleep transitions through the use of simultaneous EEG-fMRI.

Neurologically intact healthy adult individuals were scanned at 3-Tesla as they transitioned

from wakefulness to sleep. Sleep status was monitored throughout the scanning period via

simultaneously collected EEG. Our analysis focused on time-dependent, or dynamic, changes

in inter-regional FC measured by fMRI, rather than time-invariant FC. Whole-brain patterns

of FC alternate between periods of stability and instability, potentially reflecting transitions

into and out of successive, qualitatively distinct, connectivity states [16]. Such time-dependent,

or dynamic changes in whole-brain FC can be readily observed via fMRI and quantified by

means of sliding-window methods [18]. Resulting metrics, including the number of transitions

and the inter-transition interval, reflect how frequently connectivity states change over time,

and are associated with variation in participant arousal and attentiveness [19–20]. As such, use

of dynamic measures of inter-regional coupling to compare sleep and wake functional imaging

data was well motivated given the objectives of the current study.

In this study, we investigated temporal characteristics of functional connectivity during

wakefulness and sleep. Using a sliding-window analysis of functional connectivity dynamics,

we hypothesized that whole-brain functional connectivity state transitions would occur less

frequently during sleep than during wakefulness. These insights would be overlooked by con-

ventional methods (i.e., static FC) that assume a stable functional connectivity configuration

over time and may potentially serve as biomarkers for altered states of awareness such as

anaesthesia, persistent vegetative state, and coma.

Methods

Participants

Thirty-five healthy right-handed adults [20 female, ages 20 to 34 years (M = 25.6, SD = 3.6)]

participated in this study. All participants were screened based on a-priori exclusion criteria

including, shift workers, history of head injury or seizures, diagnosis of a sleep disorder, neuro-

logical, psychiatric or chronic physical pain, high body mass index (> 25), taking prescription

medications, and excessive caffeine, nicotine, or alcohol consumption (see S1 File). Partici-

pants were asked to comply with a strict sleep schedule for seven days prior to scanning that

required them to maintain regular sleep-wake cycles (i.e., sleep-time between 22h00 and

24h00, and wake-time between 07h00 and 09h00), and to refrain from taking day-time naps.

Participants were instructed to complete a sleep diary detailing their consumption of stimu-

lants (e.g., caffeine) and their sleep/wake times, and to record any sleep complaints. Wrist acti-

graphy (Actiwatch 2, Philips Respironics, Andover, MA, USA), worn on the non-dominant

wrist, was used to assess compliance to the sleep schedule. All participants were screened at

least one week before scanning. Imaging procedures occurred between 22h00 and 24h00. The

Western University Health Science Research Ethics Board provided ethics approval for this

study. Participants provided written consent before taking part in the study.
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Connectivity matrices and analyses

Details pertaining to EEG-fMRI acquisition and data preprocessing can be found in S1 File.

Further, an overview of the analysis is depicted in Fig 1. Of the 35 participants, 21 were

included in the analysis who had sufficient sleep (i.e., minimum of 5 minutes of consolidated

sleep per sleep stage), that were not contaminated by motion artifacts (translation cut-

off = 1.5mm, rotation cut-off = 1.5 degrees). Only five participants had a minimum of 5 min-

utes of consolidated sleep in NREM3 sleep; therefore, the analysis focuses on only wakefulness

and NREM2.

All wake and sleep volumes were submitted to a group-level spatial ICA implemented in

the GIFT toolbox (http://mialab.mrn.org/software/gift/) in MATLAB to decompose data into

functional networks. In the first step, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) reduced subject-

specific data to 65 components. Data were then aggregated across participants. The Infomax

algorithm was then applied to obtain 65 maximally independent components (ICs). A high

model order was used to optimally separate noise and source components, as well, to ensure a

spatially fine-grained parcellation of cortical and subcortical brain regions [21]. Subject ICs

were then back reconstructed. Of the 65 ICs, 42 were identified as neurophysiological plausible

sources (see Fig 1) by two observers based on an independent visual inspection of the spatial

maps, using previously published criteria [18]. The 42 ICs were classified under seven func-

tional networks that include the subcortical (SC), auditory (AUD), somatomotor (SM), visual

(VIS), cognitive control (CC) [including dorsal attention (DA) and ventral attention (VA)],

default mode (DMN), and cerebellar (CB) networks (see Fig 2).

IC time courses (TCs) were then further post-processed to maximize signal-to-noise ratio.

First, estimates of translational and rotational motion and their temporal derivatives were

regressed out of individual TCs using linear regression. Second, residualized TCs were

despiked by replacing any spike greater than 3 standard deviations (STDV) with values equal

to 3 STDV and low-pass filtered using a Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.15 Hz.

Last, a Fisher z-transformation was applied, and the resultant TCs were used for further

analyses.

Building on a previously published approach, dynamic FC was estimated with a sliding win-

dow approach [18]. To increase sensitivity to condition-specific connectivity dynamics (for

discussion, see [22]), individual windowed FC matrices were demeaned by removing subject-

specific mean FC from each FC window. All demeaned windowed FC matrices were then

transformed into vectors and concatenated, such that rows of the resulting matrix represented

FC windows and columns represented unique IC to IC couplings. This matrix was then clus-

tered using a k-means algorithm and a squared Euclidean distance metric (S1 File). Rows of

the resulting C-matrix represented cluster centroids and were interpreted as recurring group-

level FC patterns. Elements of the resulting IDX (or state label) vector reflected the classifica-

tion of each windowed FC matrix into one of k states. Subject-specific IDX vectors were parsed

out of the group-level IDX vector, and used to estimate four different dynamic connectivity

metrics including the number of transitions, inter-transition interval, frequency of connectiv-

ity state expression, and mean dwell time (see SI for more information).

Results

Static FC

Wake and sleep fMRI volumes from twenty-one participants (Mean age = 23.95, SD = 4.18,

13 Females) who had sufficient consolidated sleep (bare minimum of 5 minutes) were included

in the analysis (see S1 File). Group-level spatial Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
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Fig 1. Step-by-step analysis illustrated. A, Subjects wake and sleep volumes where organized and submitted to group-level

spatial independent component analysis (ICA). B, ICA was performed using the GIFT toolbox implemented in MATLAB; 42

neurophysiologically plausible sources were selected and sorted into functional families. GICA 1 back-reconstruction was used to

estimate the time courses (Ri) and spatial maps (Si) for each subject. C, All time courses (TCs) were post processed by removing

subject motion variance, despiking, and filtering. D, TCs were used to estimate mean FC in Wake and NREM2 by computing

pairwise correlations between all ICs. E, Dynamic FC was estimated using a sliding window approach (window width = 15 TRs, time

step = 1 TR) resulting in windowed correlation matrices. Correlation matrices were vectorized and concatenated into a large data

matrix of all IC-to-IC pairwise correlation values over time. The concatenated data matrix was submitted to k-means clustering (F).
k-means clustering was performed to extract recurrent features of the data. A k-7 solution was selected which resulted in a matrix

with rows equivalent to the number of connectivity states (7) and columns equivalent to the number of unique IC-IC correlations

(861). Each row representing a connectivity states was back-reconstructed into a matrix format to visualize coupling relationships

between ICs. An IDX vector, a window state label vector, unique for each subject in Wake and NREM2 was computed revealing

window classification under one of the 7 connectivity states.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224669.g001
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implemented in the GIFT toolbox (http://mialab.mrn.org/software/gift/) was conducted to

decompose the data into functional networks. Subject-level time courses (TCs) were generated

via back-reconstruction, and then filtered, detrended, and despiked. 42 neurophysiologically

plausible sources were identified (Fig 2). Static FC in Wake and NREM2 were estimated by

computing pairwise correlations between TCs of the 42 ICs from both conditions (see Fig 1 for

an illustration). Resulting FC matrices were highly similar (spatial correlation; r = .865, p<
.001; Fig 3), and marked by positive intra-network correlations and weaker inter-network cor-

relations. To test for differences, we subtracted each participant’s Wake matrix from their

Fig 2. 42 neurophysiologically plausible independent components (ICs). 42 neurophysiologically plausible independent

components (ICs). Were divided into groups and arranged based on their spatial and functional properties. A total of seven

functional families were identified including the auditory, somatomotor, visual, default mode, cognitive control (including the dorsal

and ventral attention networks), subcortical, and cerebellar networks. ICs are displayed on sagittal, coronal, and horizontal slices on

a cortical surface implemented in MANGO.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224669.g002
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NREM2 s matrix and tested resulting differences against 0 at the group level by means of t
tests, FDR-corrected at p = .05 (Fig 4). Five couplings showed differences in FC across wake

and sleep. These included a decrease in FC between during sleep in selected visual and subcor-

tical ICs, selected visual and visual ICs, and selected cerebellar and ventral attention ICs.

Dynamic FC

Our analysis of functional connectivity dynamics was modelled closely on the procedures of

Allen et al. [18]. Dynamic FC was estimated using a sliding window method (see Fig 1 for an

illustration) in which windowed correlation matrices were computed from TC segments, sepa-

rately for wake and sleep data, demeaned by removal of subject-specific mean FC (see [22])

and concatenated (see Fig 1E). Parameterization of the sliding window method in the current

analysis, including choice of window width (15 TRs or approximately 35s) and time step

(1TR), followed precedents established by Allen et al. [18] and Hutchison and Morton [20]. K-

means clustering was then applied to the concatenated set of windowed FC matrices to pro-

duce an unsupervised, or data-driven, identification of repeating functional connectivity states.

Fig 3. Mean functional connectivity in Wake and NREM2. Mean functional connectivity in Wake (A), and NREM2 (B). Within defined boundaries

around the diagonal, positive correlations indicate strong coupling relationships between ICs that were classified within the same functional family. Off-

diagonally, weaker connectivity can be found between functional families.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224669.g003

Fig 4. Difference matrix between wake and NREM2 FC matrices. Stationary Mean FC in Wake (B) subtracted from stationary mean FC in NREM2

(A) to produce a Difference Matrix (C). t tests were performed with the null hypothesis of zero correlation on the Difference Matrix (D). To correct for

multiple comparisons, the false discovery rate (FDR) method was used with a P value of .01. t-tests confirmed that mean FC in Wake and NREM2 were

similar with five correlation differences that were greater than 0.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224669.g004
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For this, we followed the precedent of Allen et al. [18] and used a 7-category solution (i.e.,

k = 7). Owing to the fact subject-specific mean FC was removed from individual windowed FC

matrices (following [22]), cluster centroids produced by the current analysis were markedly

different than those previously reported by Allen et al. (2014). Results were largely unchanged

across solutions based on different values of k (see S1 File).

Dynamic metrics

Four measures of functional connectivity dynamics were computed separately for participants

and conditions (i.e., Wake and NREM2). Two measures were repertoire-wide in that they

were based on the complete set (or repertoire) of 7 states, and two measures were state-specific

in that they were based on each of the 7 states separately. Repertoire-wide measures included:

(a) the number of transitions, computed as the total number of state transitions evidenced by a

participant in a condition corrected for the total number of windows in that condition for that

participant; and (b) inter-transition interval, computed as the average number of consecutive

instances of the same state before a transition to a different state. State-specific measures

included: (c) frequency, computed as the proportion of one participant’s windows classified as

instances of a particular state; and (d) mean dwell time, measured as the average number of

consecutive windows classified as instances of a particular state.

With respect to repertoire-wide measures, the number of transitions was lower during

NREM2 (M = .15; SD = .033) than during wakefulness (M = .18; SD = .036; t(20) = -2.49, p<
.05; see Fig 5A), and the inter-transition interval was longer during NREM2 (M = 7.08;

SD = 1.96) than during wakefulness (M = 5.52; SD = 1.10; t(20) = -2.95, p< .01; see Fig 5B).

With respect to state-specific measures (i.e., frequency and mean dwell time), three of seven

states showed a difference in frequency across Sleep and Wake (Fig 6B). For two states, fre-

quency was higher during NREM2 than during Wake. These included State-1, a state marked

by heightened cortex-wide connectivity and reduced connectivity between cortical and sub-

cortical networks, and State-6, a state marked by reduced connectivity between cognitive con-

trol and default mode ICs. For a third state, State-5, frequency was higher during Wake than

NREM2. This state was marked by heightened connectivity between auditory, visual, and

somatomotor networks. The four remaining states did not show a difference in frequency

across NREM2 and Wake. With respect to mean dwell time, only one state showed a difference

across NREM2 and Wake, with State-1 exhibiting longer mean dwell time during NREM2

than during Wake (see Fig 6C).

Discussion

Consistent with our predictions, qualitative changes in whole-brain functional connectivity

occurred less frequently over time when participants were asleep compared to when they were

awake. This sleep-related slowing of connectivity dynamics was most clearly reflected by a

decrease in the number of transitions between qualitatively distinct connectivity states during

sleep relative to wakefulness, and accordingly, by an increase in the length of time between

transitions. These findings were robust across multiple clustering solutions (see SI for figures)

and were not easily attributed to differences in non-neurophysiological artifacts such as

motion and cardiac pulse rate (see SI for figures).

Repertoire-wide changes in connectivity dynamics, as reflected in the number of state tran-

sitions and the length of the inter-transition interval across sleep and wakefulness, were driven

largely by changes in the dynamics of three individual states. Of particular interest were sleep-

related increases in the frequency and dwell time of connectivity State-1, a state marked by

increased inter-cortical connectivity and decreased cortical-subcortical connectivity relative to
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the participant’s own mean FC. This is consistent with differences in the mode of operation of

cortico-subcortical circuitry in NREM2 compared to wake, whereby at the cellular level, the

brain oscillates between up-states (involved in the generation of slow oscillations), separated

by down-states (periods of synaptic quiescence) [23–26]. At the macroscopic level, this is

reflected in what is termed the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) [27]. In young adults, the CAP

is in the time-scale that could be reflected in fMRI time-courses (e.g., ~4.5 sec) [28]. The CAP

Fig 5. Mean number of transitions (NT) and inter-transition interval (ITI). A, Mean number of transitions (NT) in

Wake and NREM2. Participants expressed more transitions in Wake (M = .18; SD = .036) than in NREM2 (M = .15;

SD = .033) (p< .05). B, The inter-transition interval was significantly higher in NREM2 (M = 7.08; SD = 1.96) than in

Wake (M = 5.52; SD = 1.10) (p< .01).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224669.g005
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corresponds to different levels of arousal [29]. However, the link between CAP and the BOLD

signal remains to be directly investigated. Despite this, we would speculate that the repertoire-

wide changes in connectivity dynamics might reflect fluctuations in arousal, alternating

between states, which are either characterized by inter-cortical connectivity or cortico-subcor-

tical connectivity. This suggests that dynamic FC approaches may be useful to investigate the

relationship between CAP and the BOLD signal, and its functional significance.

In terms of state-specific expression of connectivity states, evidence that dynamic transi-

tions between qualitatively distinct connectivity states occur more frequently during wakeful-

ness than sleep is broadly consistent with the view that dynamic exploration of connectivity

state space provides a foundation for cognitive function [30], and parallels earlier reports link-

ing variation in transition rate and dwell time to variation in cognitive capacity related to

arousal, age, and neurophysiological integrity [20, 31]. The findings are also broadly consistent

with the idea that wakefulness is a period of global synaptic potentiation, whereas NREM sleep

supports synaptic homeostasis [8]. Synapses are subject to widespread changes in composition

and signalling during the transition from wakefulness to sleep, including the down-regulation

Fig 6. Cluster analysis, mean frequency, and mean dwell time. Clustering analysis revealed 7 connectivity states in Wake and

NREM2 (A). B, mean frequency of state expression in Wake (yellow) and NREM2 (blue). The frequency of connectivity state-1 and 6

were significantly greater in NREM2 (�, p< .05). The frequency of connectivity state-5 was significantly greater in Wake (�, p< .05);

the frequency of connectivity state-4 expression in wake was marginally significant when compared to NREM2 (#, p = .053). C,

Mean dwell time for connectivity state-1 was significantly greater in NREM2 than in Wake (�, p< .05).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224669.g006
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and dephosphorylation of glutamate receptors [32], and decreases in physiological excitability

[33]. Sleep-wake alterations in synaptic strength are in turn paralleled by changes in broader

aspects of cortical function, including a general dampening of activity propagation across the

cortex during sleep relative to wakefulness [4]. Recent findings from our group support this

proposition regarding systems-level changes in functional connectivity such that learning-

related increased connectivity during wake is restored during subsequent sleep [34]. Although

the implications of these changes for functional connectivity dynamics measured by fMRI

have not been formally modeled, evidence that connectivity dynamics are “slower” during

sleep compared to wakefulness seem consistent in spirit with known aforementioned aspects

of sleep neurophysiology.

Interestingly, no connectivity states were specific either to sleep or wakefulness. In the con-

text of a 7-state cluster solution, all participants expressed all states while asleep, and all but 2

participants expressed all states when awake. Although there were subtle differences in the fre-

quency of specific states across sleep and wakefulness, there was no indication that sleep onset

was accompanied by a fundamental change in the state repertoire. As such, the most pro-

nounced differences between sleep and wakefulness were evident in temporal rather than spa-

tial aspects of functional brain connectivity. Thus, a dynamic measure of sleep-wake states

may be more appropriate for studying whole-brain connectivity.

Evidence that the spatial properties of the state repertoire were largely conserved across

sleep and wakefulness contrasts with previous reports of marked changes in state topology

given changes in awareness or arousal. In one report [35], dynamic connectivity states visited

during anesthesia were topologically very similar to the underlying structural–white matter–

skeleton, whereas connectivity states visited during awareness departed quite markedly from

underlying structure. We found nothing analogous in the present study. Whether the differ-

ences in the two sets of findings relate to differences in species (i.e., monkey versus human),

awareness manipulation (i.e., anesthesia versus sleep), analysis (i.e., comparison of time-

resolved FC with structural connectivity matrix versus participant’s own mean), or something

else, is not clear. Thus, the notion that dynamic functional connectivity states show more dis-

tant excursions (in a Euclidean sense) from the structural skeleton given changes in awareness

and/or arousal remains compelling. However, predictions this notion makes about sleep/wake

differences in human functional connectivity dynamics were not borne out in the present

study.

Although differences between wake and sleep were most evident in dynamic aspects of

functional connectivity, there were a selected number of static intra- and inter-network con-

nections that varied across conditions. In both conditions, static FC was marked by strong pos-

itive correlations within functional networks, and weaker positive correlations and anti-

correlations between functional families. Comparing conditions, there were a small number of

inter-network connections that were stronger in NREM2 than Wake. These differences

included stronger connections between three intra-visual networks. This result converges with

previous findings that showed an increase in BOLD fluctuations within the visual network

during light sleep when compared to wakefulness [36]. We also found stronger correlations in

NREM2 between a cerebellar IC and a dorsal attention IC. Interestingly, previous findings

reported an increase in FC within the dorsal attention network [37]; although our finding

involved a cerebellar IC, evidence suggests that cerebellar nodes should be considered as part

of the dorsal attention network [38]. Finally, we found a stronger correlation during NREM2

between a visual network IC and a subcortical IC, which has not been reported or examined

before. This may be a neurophysiological biomarker of visual imagery during sleep; however,

this association requires further research.
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Dynamic FC revealed interesting temporal features of the data that would have otherwise

been obscured using static methods. Our results suggest that: (a) dynamic fluctuations between

inter-cortical and cortical-subcortical might be a useful marker of arousal; and (b) reduced

connectivity between cognitive control and default mode networks might reflect reduced

awareness. The latter is consistent with previous studies showing a decoupling of the anterior

and posterior nodes of the DMN, observed only previously during deep sleep, which is

restored again during REM sleep [39]. However, in the absence of sufficient lighter, NREM1

sleep or REM data (where awareness is greater than NREM2) in contrast to deep slow wave

sleep (where conscious awareness is minimal), it is not possible to draw strong conclusions

about the neural signatures of awareness from the current study. Future EEG-fMRI studies

that are able to obtain such data would reveal valuable insights into the nature of brain connec-

tivity states that reflect awareness of the environment and the self.
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